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The Yiddish Policeman’s Union meets The Windup Girl when a female PI goes up against a ruthless
gangster—just as both humans and robots agitate for independence in an Argentinian colony in Antarctica.

In Argentine Antarctica, Eliana Gomez is the only female PI in Hope City—a domed colony dependent on
electricity (and maintenance robots) for heat, light, and survival in the icy deserts of the continent. At the
center is an old amusement park—now home only to the androids once programmed to entertain—but Hope
City’s days as a tourist destination are long over. Now the City produces atomic power for the mainland
while local factions agitate for independence and a local mobster, Ignacio Cabrera, runs a brisk black-market
trade in illegally imported food.

Eliana doesn’t care about politics. She doesn’t even care much that her boyfriend, Diego, works as muscle
for Cabrera. She just wants to save enough money to escape Hope City. But when an aristocrat hires Eliana
to protect an explosive personal secret, Eliana finds herself caught up in the political tensions threatening to
tear Hope City apart. In the clash of backstabbing politicians, violent freedom fighters, a gangster who will
stop at nothing to protect his interests, and a newly sentient robot underclass intent on a very different
independence, Eliana finds her job coming into deadly conflict with Diego’s—just as the electricity keeping
Hope City from freezing begins to fail…

With the inner workings of the mob combined with the story of a revolution, “Clarke brings novelty and
delight to steampunk Antarctica in this complex and lovely mystery” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
Our Lady of the Ice questions what it means to be human, what it means to be free, and whether we’re ever
able to transcend our pasts and our programming to find true independence.
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From reader reviews:

Nicole Rockwood:

With other case, little individuals like to read book Our Lady of the Ice. You can choose the best book if you
want reading a book. So long as we know about how is important some sort of book Our Lady of the Ice.
You can add know-how and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, simply
because from book you can learn everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you can be
known. About simple factor until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we could open a book or
searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel bored to go to the library.
Let's go through.

Elaine Gold:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect with the internet and
the resources inside can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How individuals to
be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Our Lady of the Ice book because
book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you may already know.

Renee Wood:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a publication will give you a lot of
new facts. When you read a book you will get new information since book is one of several ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make anyone more imaginative. When you reading
through a book especially fictional book the author will bring that you imagine the story how the personas do
it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other individuals. When you read this Our Lady of the
Ice, you can tells your family, friends and also soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire
different ones, make them reading a book.

Donald Tuel:

It is possible to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Our Lady of the Ice is simple to
develop you can read it in the park, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring the
particular printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.
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